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Starlings

I have had many conversations with people where the positive efforts of humans are thwarted by
wildlife. A beautiful planting of Hosta’s ravaged by deer, newly planted flowers pulled up by
squirrels and a row of young trees nipped off at perfect 45-degree angles by cottontails. I am now
a victim of starling depravity.
have now discovered an easy source of nest building materials in those long fibers and have
messily pillaged some of them.
It is hard to think that I have Shakespeare to thank for the flower pot mess. He mentions a
starling in Henry IV. A group called the American Acclimatization Society decided in the 1800’s
to import every bird that Shakespeare wrote about. Thus in 1890 they released starlings at New
York’s Central Park. The efforts of those well-meaning people turned into an ecological disaster
for some other bird species and a mess for the human population.
In the late 1960’s the east window of our dairy barn served as an excellent place to steady the .22
rifle for an upslope shot at birds, especially starlings resting on fence post. Several times my
brother and I would do that while dad milked cows. Several days after one of those marksman
outings, dad was out in the summer heat checking on the hogs. There laid a decaying, nearly
market-ready, hog with a shot to the heart. We could only figure it was the victim of a
ricocheted bullet off of one of those fence posts. For a struggling farm family that was a big
loss.
Starlings especially congregate on livestock farms. They eat a lot of feed and also are known to
transmit diseases such as salmonella and E. Coli. Just the nature of a livestock building serves as
excellent roosting sites with plenty of available food, easily allowing their numbers to get into
the thousands.
Farmers have tried different control methods for years including fake owls, sticky repellants and
fine wires on roost, scarecrows, animated scarecrows, recorded calls, battery-operated alarms,
propane exploders and chemicals placed on bait that irritate the birds making them give out
distress calls.
Recently I saw a video on the effects of laser beams focused on starlings. They were very
effective in dispersing the birds. But like many things utilized to try scaring animals, I wonder if
over time the animals will get used to the method and they would just ignore it. In the mean time
I can only imagine what a hip farm we would have had with a laser light show hooked up to our
milking parlor radio. It would have to be contained but it is a more pleasant thought than a

decaying hog in the hot sun.
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